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CEEC helps deliver positive change by
collaborating, communicating and celebrating
outstanding and inspiring advances across
industry worldwide.

Since 2011, our not-for-profit work has helped
industry actively share site best practices and
improvements, and support step-change
innovation. The focus is on energy-efficient
comminution and processing, integrated
across mining steps, to reduce footprint,
enhance efficiency and productivity.

CEEC provides free tools, CEEC Medal success
stories, and a resource centre that link users
to peer-reviewed site case studies and
demonstrated advances. Our Global Energy
Curves program provides a suite of tools that
enable sites to independently benchmark their
energy usage, and plan, track and demonstrate
improvements.

Companies use our resources to improve site
performance and footprint, and maximise
shareholder value and community support.

With the support of our visionary sponsors, we
continue to build a global network, provide the
latest resources, and communicate cutting-
edge advances.

Please contact our team and keep the
conversation going on LinkedIn and Twitter.
Mike Battersby, Chair:
mbattersby@maelgwyn.com
Alison Keogh, CEO: admin@ceecthefuture.org
Clare Edwards, Events and Stakeholder
Coordinator: events@ceecthefuture.org
Communication and media enquiries:
comms@ceecthefuture.org
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Introduction



I am pleased to say that CEEC has gone from
strength to strength during the year. This is
despite having to deal with the difficult
working environment that occurred with the
arrival of the COVID-19 pandemic during the
second half of CEEC’s financial year. We
continue to have extremely strong support
from our sponsors, with existing sponsors
renewing with purpose and new sponsors
committing with enthusiasm. It demonstrates
that CEEC’s vision and mission are firmly
established in the minds of our industry.

A few of the activities achieved for the year
were the delivery of the METS Ignited project,
the enhancement of the Energy Curves, the
continuation of the ever-increasing industry
esteem of the CEEC Medal and then
establishing water conservation, in addition to
energy, as a key facet of CEEC’s objectives.

The Board of Directors have been hard
working as ever. In addition to Director’s
duties, they have contributed to the various
behind-the-scenes working committees that
assist the CEO with her deliverables. The
membership of the Board continues to be
stable but with a view to succession planning
and broadening CEEC's horizons.This year we
welcomed Bryan Rairdan (pictured, centre),
who is based in Canada and Technical Director
with Teck Resources Limited. Finally, I wish to
thank our CEO, Alison Keogh (pictured), for all
her hard work, especially through the
challenges of the pandemic. Being not-for-
profit, CEEC is a lean organisation and
continues to be a success not least due to the
amazing efforts of Alison.

Michael Battersby
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FROM THE
CEO'S DESK

Teck Resources      
Lundin Mining 
ME Elecmetal   
Molycop
University of Adelaide IMER
Newcrest
Hudbay Minerals
Thermo Fisher Scientific

I am pleased to report on our year ending June
2020 – a time of active delivery, growth and
change. 

Delivery to our network: CEEC completed a
highly successful METS Ignited-funded
project, delivering five workshops around
Australia and 10 enhancements to the Energy
Curves program. On the international stage we
presented 2019 winners their CEEC Medals in
Canada at the SAG Conference and in
Australia at the combined MetPlant and World
Gold conferences. Directors presented and
hosted Roundtables at Mines & Technology
London and we ran a highly successful
workshop in Vancouver. 

Stronger support: Support for CEEC grew, with
strong engagement through our workshops
and growth in our sponsor group. Current
CEEC sponsors at November 2020 are listed at
the back of this report, and we were pleased to
welcome the following new sponsors
announced or joined during the 19/20
financial year: 
     

Since then more sponsors have joined, and we
are proud to have a growing, strong, and
active group of visionary leaders who support 
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CEEC’s work to drive energy efficient
approaches across industry. Key benefits cited
by our sponsors are to support our public good
work, including our Energy Curves program,
unique industry role, networking, professional
development in comminution and processing
best practices and advances, and practical
support for ESG actions. Our role is being
increasingly acknowledged through mining
media, social media and company statements,
such as Lundin Mining’s recognition of CEEC
sponsorship in their 2019 Sustainability Report.

Workshops and pivot to online: Participant
feedback was excellent, with attendees reporting
excellent and very good feedback on most
aspects, as shown later in this report. With the
pandemic onset, like all organisations, CEEC
implemented COVID-safe plans, stopping travel
and we are in the process of pivoting our events
to online. CEEC also ramped-up regular, active
sponsor meetings and planned the first online
presentations, workshops and webinars which
will begin to be delivered in financial year 20/21.

Emerging water theme: In the beginning of a new
chapter for CEEC, together with CMIC we held a
first workshop in Vancouver focused on water,
with strong support from Teck Resources Ltd. to
host and KPMG to facilitate. Participants were
highly engaged and provided expert input and
insights to help shape a new project on Water
Curves which will benefit industry. The aim is to
build on Energy Curves with a new tool that helps
industry collaborate, benchmark and improve
water usage, with a focus on the water intensity
of key mineral processing steps. Funding
commitments and project start have been
delayed by the pandemic. 

A 14-month project has been planned to develop
pilot curves ready for industry feedback. Early
work is promising and exciting, with an approach
focused on water intensity of unit processes.
The aim is a new benchmarking tool to better
understand opportunities to improve water usage
and recycling, and promote sharing of best
practices, equipment options and approaches
across industry.

Industry change: As we approach an exciting
milestone - our ten year anniversary in 2021 - we
see a changing world and industry. Even with the
challenges of the pandemic, there is strong
interest in ESG actions, from investors,
communities and leaders. During a time where
operations have skeleton staff and COVID-safe
measures, improvement work and collaboration
continues amongst many of our sponsors. There
is much greater understanding that mining and
processing approaches must change.

New technologies integrating preconcentration
with smarter comminution are increasingly being
piloted and installed around the world. The
acceleration in technology uptake is being
enabled by new data science and platforms,
sophisticated sensors, AI and advanced control
systems. Industry is also embracing installations
and developments in coarse flotation, ultrafine
grinding and improved classification. There are
more industry co-creation partnerships and
innovative research on breakthrough
comminution technologies such as microwave,
high-voltage and alternative comminution
devices.

Our position now: CEEC has built to a stronger
position with greater than twelve months 
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operational expenditure in reserve, positioning us
well to weather the COVID-19 challenges. With a
loyal following, well-respected role in industry,
and sound sponsor support, we expect to
continue our role and are managing our
expenses carefully during this time. We are
thankful for our founding and current sponsors
who make our continued work possible, and for
an active and engaged global Board. 

Role and strategy: CEEC is a trusted
organisation that has a track record for
independence and influence and can play a role
in helping companies. We are targeted in our
work to accelerate eco-efficient comminution
and processing and provide good resources and
a network to support knowledge sharing and best
practices. CEEC is seen as important in playing a
role in supporting industry’s work to become
more efficient and productive with a lower
footprint.

Whilst CEEC’s core work remains focused on
knowledge-sharing of advanced comminution
approaches, our strategic focus is now shifting.
We are expanding from our focus on energy
efficient comminution to mineral processing
practices and technologies that can reduce
energy, emissions and water. This fits neatly
within our original purpose – to accelerate eco-
efficient comminution – and builds on it.

Finances
Each year, CEEC produces independent audited
financial statements, reporting at our AGM,
then lodging these publicly via the Australian Not
for Profits and Charities Commission portal
(ACNC). This year we have rotated auditors for
good governance, with continued positive auditor 

opinion (Appendix 1). Income was strong at 
AUD 323K, with record sponsorship funds of
AUD239K and the last METS Ignited funding for
workshops and research received. A higher
amount of AUD47K pre-paid sponsorship was
received from new sponsors choosing to sponsor
for three years up-front, compared to AUD27K
last year – reflected in our Balance Sheet.
Accruals timing reallocated this to future funds,
so while our P&L for this year indicates overall
loss on paper these pre-payments boosted our
cash flow. This is an excellent achievement,
particularly considering the impact of the
coronavirus in the second half of this year.

New sponsorships slowed in the first half of
2020 as a consequence of the pandemic.
Positively, this combined with our drop in
government funds after the METS Ignited project
finished, and so enabled CEEC to qualify for and
benefit from government assistance of AUD31K
via JobKeeper subsidy and COVID-19 cash flow
boost for non profits. Since year-end we have
begun to see new sponsorships restart, and
renewal payments begin to flow in. The Board
made a decision to set a more modest FY2021
Budget and also set a contingency budget. This
allows us to monitor and scale back expenditure
if needed, should income slow more than
anticipated.

Our AUD331K expenditure reflects our activities
which largely focused on delivering workshops
and the Advanced Energy Curves tools to
industry. This required more staff and contractor
support, travel and marketing. We invested
in a face-to-face strategy meeting when most
Board members were in Western Australia for
MetPlant and World Gold. 
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We also funded attendance at other key
conferences such as SAG 2019 and boosted
industry involvement via our collaborative
Canada workshop on Water Curves.

Our Board set a reserves policy of at least six
months operational expenses and our finance
subcommittee is monitoring progress of this and
sponsorship renewal regularly. We are exceeding
this goal, with current position of greater than 
12-months operational expenditure in reserve.
Cash in bank and trends, and income and
expenditure breakdown summaries, are shown in
Figure 1 on page 10.

Our dedicated staff and contractors have worked
as an enthusiastic team to bring CEEC’s
deliverables to industry. I thank our skilled Board
for their tireless voluntary contributions above
and beyond their paid roles, and our our
Advocates and Patrons. But most of all, the
Board and I thank our sponsors and new
sponsors for their visionary financial support of
CEEC’s work. Together, our sponsors, volunteers
and team champion the benefits of industry
knowledge-sharing to help all of industry. 
 
More than ever, our global network sees the
benefits of working together to improve and
innovate – to deliver better ESG and productivity
faster across industry. It’s a privilege to be a part
of this charitable organisation, and I’m proud to
work with you all to communicate, collaborate
and celebrate eco-efficient comminution and
processing, and help lead change.

Alison Keogh



Figure 1: CEEC Annual Financial Trends and CEEC Audited FY1920 P&L Income & Expenses Breakdown Summary 
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ADELAIDE

45 people heard from the MD of OZ
Minerals, BHP, global experts and other
senior industry leaders
Importance of partnerships and
collaboration to accelerate change
Cutting-edge site comminution and
processing improvements shared, plus
latest energy/water efficient technologies
and their impact
New knowledge shared from successful
roll out of lower footprint new gen energy
to mines and plants by companies and
communities.

Our first event in South Australia, with 
50 percent grid renewables and the world’s
largest battery.

Outcomes:

Top: CEEC CEO Alison Keogh with keynote speaker
OZ Minerals CEO and MD Andrew Cole
Centre: Keith Barker, Executive GM, EDL Energy on
hybrid and renewables
Bottom: Some of the Adelaide workshop speakers
and organising committee
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VANCOUVER

Key metrics to develop new, practical
Water Curves tools for industry to
benchmark and improve mining/processing
water use 
Leading change with keen interest globally
for vital industry need, the project is
unique in its approach to look at water
intensity of unit processes common to
processing plant flowsheets, with global
industry collaboration for a new
benchmarking tool
New CMIC-CEEC-industry project planned
to commence with research experts
Canada/Australia.

Fifty-three participants helped plan Water
Curves industry needs at Teck Resources,
facilitated by KPMG.
        
Outcomes:

Top: Teck Resources’ Bryan Rairdan, now a CEEC
Director, presenting in Vancouver
Centre: Participants at the 2019 CMIC-CEEC Global
Water Curves workshop, hosted by Teck
Bottom: KPMG Partner Alan Peretz presents at the
event, facilitated by KPMG
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KALGOORLIE

Miners, METS and university leaders shared
best practice and innovative technologies for
efficient, productive processing designs and at
sites 
Presentations on latest comminution,
processing and filtration technologies
Panel discussion on leading change
Excellent speakers during MetFest week, strong
mining company input.

Sixty people attended CEEC’s first event in
Australia’s leading gold-nickel region at WA School
of Mines.

Outcomes:        

Top: A panel discussion chaired by Matt Pyle (Ausenco),
with John O’Callaghan (Newcrest), Chris Gianatti
(MetFest Chair), Ross Dankbaar (Agnew), Dr Luke Keeney
(CRC ORE), Dr Paul Shelley (Molycop) and Dr Laurence
Dyer (WA School of Mines)
Centre: Activities shared high impact energy efficient
advances and site examples with all workshop
participants
Bottom: Sixty people attended the event, which
included interactive group activities to share and capture
practical solutions and advances from leading thinkers
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50%
of the world population could be impacted by
water shortages by 2050, according to a UN
study

4 billion
gallons per day are withdrawn by the mining
industry across the United States of America

$2-5/m3
the average cost of pumping and desalinating
water at mines in Chile due to government
regulations (USD)

Our water
challenge

WATER 
CURVES
SUMMARY
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“Plenty of experience gathered, future perspectives, indices” –
Brisbane
“Great mix of industry reps and consultants” – Brisbane
“Definitely good BDM opportunity” – Mount Isa
“Improved understanding of different needs of miners and METS, and
how to bridge the communication” – Mount Isa
“Engaging, collaborative, strategic” – Melbourne
“Good to understand opportunities from miners” – Adelaide
"Fantastic sharing of technology ideas"  – Kalgoorlie
"Definitely identified some useful options/test work that can be
investigated"  - Kalgoorlie
“High calibre of attendees with expert knowledge in the area and
excellent discussions held. Also a productive collegiate atmosphere in
the room” – project evaluation survey response

PROJECT FEEDBACK

METS IGNITED
PROJECT
SUMMARY

75%
of respondents indicated they can now
help sites save costs or increase
productivity through energy efficient
approaches. This includes collaboration,
understanding challenges, developing
solutions, demonstrating impact using
the Advanced Energy Curves, or
quantifying costs.

62%
of respondents indicated the workshops
brought good new business
opportunities and contacts. Almost 
20 percent obtained significant or
important business connections.

50%
of all respondents indicated the
Advanced Energy Curves are useful to
industry

62%
indicated they were likely to recommend
or use them.

“I have had many discussions with industry mid-tier personnel, and
many are passionate about reducing the total power required for their
operations, even if for the only reason that it makes their operation
more competitive” – Kalgoorlie 
"It (the Energy Curves) provides a novel benchmarking tool for
everyone in the industry. Those who are serious about increasing their
energy efficiency can now see where they sit among their peers “–
Brisbane, Adelaide and Kalgoorlie workshop participant
“The Energy Curves are an excellent way of bench marking site
performance potentially on a global scale“ – Adelaide 
“Some people in Weir Minerals are referring to Energy Curves already. I
would like to advertise their availability more widely across the
division” – Adelaide 

WORKSHOP FEEDBACK



Project spotlight - 
Advanced Energy Curves
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The CEEC Medal celebrates and recognises the
contribution of outstanding research and field work
on beneficial strategies for energy-efficient
comminution, and has now grown to a globally
prestigious award with strong recognition. 

The 2019 CEEC Medal for Technical Research was
officially presented to Laureate Professor Graeme
Jameson and Dr Cagri Emer at AusIMM’s MetPlant
Conference in Perth, Western Australia, on 10
September 2019. The researchers, from the Centre
for Multiphase Processes at the University of
Newcastle, NSW, were recognised for their
publication “Coarse chalcopyrite recovery in a
universal froth flotation machine”.

Jameson and Emer’s CEEC Medal winning paper
was published in Minerals Engineering in January
this year and documents a novel flotation
device, the NovaCell, which features a fluidised bed
for coarse particle collection and a high shear
aeration zone for ultra-fines separation.

Top: Janine Herzig, Alison Keogh, Greg Lane present the
2019 Technical Research medals to Laureate Professor
Graeme Jameson AO and Dr Cagri Emer. Also pictured
Mike Battersby and Joe Pease 
Centre: SAG Conference Chair Greg Rasmussen and
Alison Keogh (left) with 2019 Operations winners Omar
Arafat and Kyle Bartholomew. Joined by CEEC Directors
Nick Wilshaw and Chris Rule. Co-winner Rob McIvor was
absent
Bottom: Kyle Bartholomew accepting the award at SAG
2019 with co-winner Omar Arafat (left), Alison Keogh,
CEEC Director Simon Hille and conference organisers

THE CEEC
MEDAL



Hamid Manouchehri for a paper titled “How

The 2019 CEEC Medal for Operations was awarded
to Kyle Bartholomew, Rob McIvor and Omar Arafat
for their paper “A guide to maximising ball mill
circuit classification system efficiency (CSE),
for operators and equipment designers”.

The exceptional work by Bartholomew, McIvor and
Arafat provides a succinct, clear, systematic
approach to practical operational improvements
that not only helps inform operations of the
efficiencies that can be achieved, but also
demonstrates the economic case for change.

Three High Commendations were also awarded:

Technical research
       

Far the Crushing Performance Can be Pushed?
Cone Crusher vs Vertical Shaft Impactor (VSI)”
presented at Comminution ‘18, in Cape Town,
South Africa. 

This paper presented an adept comparison of the
conventional cone crusher and the VSI in a fine
crushing duty, and third and fourth stage crushing
duty. His trials conducted at pilot scale and at
laboratory showed the VSI produced more fines,
and in some cases product of higher porosity,
reducing downstream power consumption.

Top: CEEC CEO Alison Keogh
Centre:
Bottom: The CEEC Medal
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A paper titled “Advanced mine to mill

A paper titled “Mount Milligan Mine Performance
Update” by Berge Simonian, presented in
January 2019 at the 51st Annual Canadian
Mineral Processors Operators Conference,
Alberta, Canada.

Operations

application at the Barrick Cortez Mine” by
Malcolm Powell, Sarma Kanchibotla, Vladimir
Jokovic, Marko Hilden, Benjamin Bonfils,
Anand Musunuri, Pamela Moyo, Sam Yu, Jace
Young, Paul Yaroshak, Emrah Yalcin and Barun
Gorain.

This paper was presented at the 14th AusIMM Mill
Operators’ Conference 2018 in Brisbane, Australia.
The CEEC Medal Evaluation judges commented
that this was an outstanding paper building on the
commonly applied mine-to-mill optimisation where
grade deportment and dilution, as well as blast
movement during high intensity blasting, is
considered and evaluated.

This was an excellent paper detailing the
optimisation and debottlenecking of a relatively
new mineral processing circuit. Efficiency gains
achieved through modification to secondary
crushing screening, SAG mill lifter design and ball
mill charge optimisation enabled the circuit to
operate at throughput beyond design.

.
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CEEC held a face-to-face strategy day in September
2019. We discussed key topics including CEEC’s
growth, industry changes and focus on
sustainability, trends to reducing water usage, and
we began to review CEEC’s mission, vision, future
focus areas and key messaging. 

Our Board, staff, key Advocates and supporters will
build from this in a series of online strateg sessions
in the first half of 2021. 
 
We have begun proactively seeking Sponsor,
Director and Advocate input into the focus of our
new webinar series and future activities via
SurveyMonkey and Zoom discussions, and plan to
continue this important engagement as we plan
new initiatives. 
 
In 2021 we aim to scope and cost future
developments to the Advanced Energy Curves such
as Site Energy Curves, Emissions Curves and Water
Curves, seek further stakeholder input, then review
funding and resourcing options. We also plan to
review Roadmap progress and set five-year goals or
targets with industry input.

CEEC
STRATEGY
DAY
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Networking

This was cited as one of the top benefits of
attending CEEC workshops and events and we plan
to continue facilitating important connections
through our sponsor network.

Publications

We added a number of news and social media
posts to LinkedIn, Twitter and our website. We
shared a number of media releases to announce
new sponsors and Medal winners and completed
feature articles on comminution for International
Mining, hydrogen electric, preconcentration and
more.
 
Website and resource centre

We now have well over 750 quality abstracts
available via our resource centre. This year we
added more than 50 quality abstracts and 16 senior
speaker presentations during the year.

Social and mining media presence

We were pleased to have our numerous media
releases picked up by international
mining publications such as Mining.com, The
Intelligent Miner, Reuters, Mining
Magazine, EMJ, International Mining and more. Our
social media presence has grown considerably,
reaching many CEOs, Directors, leaders and
professionals globally. We estimate our combined
readership is now well over 100,000 per annum.

MARKETING
COMMUNICATIONS



In-kind and media supporters
Our thanks to Amira Global, Austmine, UQ
Sustainable Minerals Institute and The AusIMM.
CEEC media partners include Minerals Engineering
International and The Intelligent Miner.

Sponsors
Anglo American
Ausenco
Centerra Gold**
CRC ORE
Eriez
FLSmidth
Freeport McMoRan
Gekko Systems
Glencore Technology
Hatch
Hudbay Minerals*
Lundin Mining*
Magotteaux
ME Elecmetal*
Molycop*
Newcrest Mining*
Newmont Corporation
OZ Minerals
PETRA Data Science
Teck Resources*
Thermo Fisher Scientific*
TOMS Institute
University of Adelaide IMER*
Weir Minerals 
Wheaton Precious Metals
 
* Joined or announced as sponsor in FY1920
** Announced after FY1920

Thanks are extended to the CEEC Board, Advocates
Sponsors, in-kind and media Supporters.

CEEC Board
Chair
Mike Battersby (pictured, top right)

Directors
Joe Pease 
Marc Allen 
Greg Lane 
Chris Rule 
Nick Wilshaw 
Zeljka Pokrajcic 
Simon Hille 
Bryan Rairdan

CEO
Alison Keogh

CEEC Patrons
Owen Hegarty
Elizabeth Lewis-Gray
Jim Gowans

CEEC Advocates
Vladmir Kronemberger Alves
Romke Kuyvenhoven
Peter Amelunxen
Laurie Reeymeyer
Robert McIvor
Levi Guzman Rivera
Michael Myllynen
John Visser
Chih-Ting Lo
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OUR
THANKS



CEEC SPONSORS
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Audited CEEC Financial Reports for Financial Year 19/20

APPENDIX 1

METS Research
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